Transportation Committee Notes (DRAFT)
Date: January 13, 2022; 3:00 – 4:30 pm
225 37th Ave., Room 137, San Mateo, CA
Commissioners: Marita Leth X, Monika Lee X, Chrstina Dimas-Kahn n/a, Michael Mau X,
Cherie Querol Moreno n/a, Scott McMullin X, Kathy Uhl X.
Staff: Anna Sawamura , Cristina Ugaitafa X.
Guests: Tina Dubost, SamTrans.
Public: n/a
1. Chair Michael Mau called the meeting to order at 3pm.
2. Note taking: Michael.
3. Public Comment: n/a
4. Agenda reviewed and accepted with addition of Passage of AB 361.
5. Passage of AB 361, a bill that allows teleconferencing of Commission meetings by majority vote of
members every 30 days.
Action Item: Passage of resolution finding that, as a result of the continuing COVID-19
Pandemic State of Emergency, meeting in person for meetings of the Transportation Committee
of the San Mateo County Commission on Aging would present imminent risks to the health or
safety of attendees.
Motion to approve by Kathy, seconded by Scott, and all voted in favor.
6. Prior meeting notes reviewed and accepted.
7. Recommendations for CoA General Meeting Speakers. Monika Lee - suggested representatives
from each of the different senior ride share programs; discussion of the various programs ensued, and
perhaps a Got Wheels rep to discuss the various cities covered and not covered as it is the largest
program; Kathy Uhl - suggested a PCC / Sam Trans speaker; Scott McMullin - suggested a SamTrans /
Rediwheel Ambassador guest speaker and on Reimagine SamTrans; Cristina Ugaitafa suggested
coordinating with NBC to avoid too much overlap in speakers or topics.
8. Member Reports:
Commissioner Leth - still discussing on the coast of a mobile blood draw van with Kaiser; Seton does
run its lab during the weekdays on the coast side, but it is not readily available to Kaiser members, and
discussed that was likely because it is out of network.
Commissioner Lee - would like to see some coordination of the various senior ride sharing programs;

Commissioner McMullin - Sequoia Village taking over the Fish senior ride program, which covers
residents of San Carlos, Belmont and Redwood City.
Commissioner Mau - reported that the Pacifica CaR program is still operating, and that the age-friendly
task force is still underway.
Commissioner Uhl - working with PCC and attending their meetings.
8. New Business: Tina Dubost - new senior mobility guide now available in several languages, which
is updated annually, with a goal of a reprint every October; CalTrans and SamTrans will be operating
modified schedule on Monday holiday; David Scarbo moved to the EEO office of SamTrans, and
won’t be able to attend future committee meetings; Per Scott and Monika - San Mateo hired someone
to write their action plan named Rachel Bell, and Monika will send Michael her contact information for
possible use in Pacifica. Cristina Ugaitafa reported that her unit received funds to further vaccination
efforts and transportation vaccination, so she may be contacting the local senior ride programs on that.
9. Next meeting for TC (normally 2nd Thursday monthly) will occur in February 2022. Meeting
adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

